We demonstrate the emergence of the conformal group SO(4,2) from the Clifford algebra of spacetime. A Clifford space (that contains spacetime, in particular) does not contain only points (events), but also lines, surfaces, volumes, etc.. All those geometric objects are very elegantly and compactly described by means of the geometric calculus based on Clifford algebra. A subgroup of the Clifford algebra of spacetime is the conformal group SO(4,2) which can naturally be given the active interpretation. To finalize we show why relativity in Clifford spaces implies scale changes of physical objects as a result of free motion, without the presence of forces, advocated long ago by one of us. This represents a true dilatational motion of physical objects in Clifford spaces.
Introduction
Extended objects such as membranes or branes of any dimension are nowadays subject of extensive studies. A deeper geometric principle behind such theories remains to be fully explored. It has been found that various string theories are different faces of a conjectured single theory, called M-theory which has not yet been rigorously formulated.
In a number of recent works branes have been considered from the point of view of the geometric calculus based on Clifford algebra [1] - [3] . The latter is a very useful tool for description of geometry and physics [1] - [10] . A space (or spacetime) consists of points (or events). But besides points there are also lines, surfaces, volumes, etc. . Description of such geometric objects turns out to be very elegant if one employs multivectors which are the outer products of vectors. All those objects are elements of Clifford algebra. Since in physics we do not consider point particles only, but also extended objects, it appears natural to consider Clifford algebra as an arena in which physics takes place. Clifford algebra as an arena arena for physics has been called pandimensional continuum [8] or C-space [2] .
In this paper we report about a possibly far reaching observation that Clifford algebra of 4-dimensional spacetime contains conformal group SO(4,2) as a special case. It was proposed long time ago [11, 12] that conformal space can serve as the arena for physic which involves active dilatations and dilatational motions, and that a curved conformal space is a possible realization for Kaluza-Klein theory. A remarkable property of such an approach to Kaluza-Klein theories is that the notorious problem of Planck mass does not occur, since the 4-dimensional mass is given by the expression m = √ m 00 + π 5 π 6 in which m 00 is the invariant mass in 6-dimensions, π 6 the electric charge and π 5 the dilatational momentum (taken to be zero for the ordinary electron). However in that old work it was not yet realized that the variables κ and λ entering the description of SO(4,2) -which obviously were not just the ordinary extra dimensions-are natural ingredients of the Clifford algebra of 4-dimensional spacetime: they are coordinates of C-space.
On geometry, Clifford algebra and physics
Since the appearance of the seminal books by D. Hestenes [4] we have a very useful language and tool for geometry and physics, which is being recognized by an increasing number of researchers [5] - [10] . The starting observation is that the basis vectors e µ in an n-dimensional space V n satisfy the Clifford algebra relations
(e µ e ν + e ν e µ ) = g µν (1) where g µν is the metric of V n . The dot denotes the inner product of two vectors. It is the symmetric part of the non commutative Clifford or geometric product
whose antisymmetric part is the wedge or outer product
Whilst the inner product is a scalar, the outer product is a bivector. It denotes an oriented area of a 2-surface enclosed by a 1-loop. The precise shape of the loop is not determined.
In a similar manner we can form higher multivectors or r-vectors
by antisymmetrizing the Clifford product of r vectors. Such an object is interpreted geometrically to denote an oriented r-area of an r-surface enclosed by an (r − 1)-loop.
Multivectors are elements of the Clifford algebra C n of V n . An element of C n is called a
Clifford number.
In the geometric (Clifford) product (2) a scalar and a bivector occur in the sum. In general, a Clifford number is a superposition, called a Clifford aggregate or polyvector:
In an n-dimensional space an n-vector is a multivector of the highest possible degree; an (n + 1)-vector is identically zero.
Considering now a flat 4-dimensional spacetime with basis vectors γ µ satisfying
where η µν is the diagonal metric with signature (+ − −−) eq.(5) reads Let us introduce the symbol I for the unit element of 4-volume (pseudoscalar)
Using the relations
where ǫ µνρσ is the totally antisymmetric tensor, and introducing the new coefficients
we can rewrite D of eq. (7) as the sum of a scalar, vector, bivector, pseudovector and pseudoscalar:
So far physics in spacetime has been predominantly using only the vector part of D.
The full Clifford algebra or Dirac algebra have been used in relativistic quantum theory, but not in the classical special or general relativity, neither in the theory of strings and branes.
Assuming that fundamental physical object are not point particles but extended objects such as strings and branes of arbitrary dimension, it has been proposed [8, 2, 3, 9] that physical quantities such as positions and velocities of those objects are polyvectors. It was proposed to rewrite the known fundamental string and brane actions by employing polyvector coordinates
Here we use a compact notation in which X A ≡ X µ 1 ...µr are coordinates, and E A ≡ γ µ 1 ∧ ... ∧ γ µr basis vectors of the 2 n -dimensional Clifford algebra of spacetime. The latter algebra of spacetime positions and corresponding higher grade objects, namely oriented r-areas, is a manifold which is more general than spacetime. We have set the Planck scale to unity. A scale parameter is required in the expansion of a polyvector into components in order to match units. In the literature such a manifold has been named pandimensional continuum [8] or Clifford space or C-space [2] .
The infinitesimal element of position polyvector (14) is
We will now calculate its square. Using the definition for the scalar product of two
where 0 means the scalar part of the geometric product AB, we obtain
Here
is the C-space metric and A † the reverse 1 of a polyvector A.
For example, if the indices assume the values A = µ, B = ν, we have
Explicitly we have
In 4-dimensional spacetime the vector (15) and its square (22) can be written as
where we now use the lower case symbols for coordinates. The minus sign in the last two terms of the above quadratic form occurs because in 4-dimensional spacetime with signa-
In eq.(24) the line element dx µ dx µ of the ordinary special or general relativity is replaced by the line element in Clifford space. A "square root" of such a generalized line element is dX of eq.(23). The latter object is a polyvector, a differential of the coordinate polyvector field
whose square is
The polyvector X contains not only the vector part x µ γ µ , but also a scalar part s, tensor Instead of Lorentz transformations-pseudo rotations in spacetime-which preserve x µ x µ and dx µ dx µ we have now more general rotations-rotations in C-space-which preserve |X| 2 and |dX| 2 .
C-space and conformal transformations
From (24) and (26) we see that a subgroup of rotations in C-space is the group SO(4,2).
The transformations of the latter group rotate x µ , s,s, but leave x µν andx µ unchanged.
We shall now explore those transformations.
Coordinates can be given arbitrary symbols. Let us now use the symbol η µ instead of 
being the diagonal metric of the flat 6-dimensional space, a subspace of C-space, parametrized by coordinates η a . The transformations which preserve the quadratic form (27) belong to the group SO(4,2). It is well known [13, 14] that the latter group, when taken on the cone
is identical to the 15-parameter group of conformal transformations in 4-dimensional spacetime [15] .
Let us consider first the rotations of η 5 and η 6 which leave coordinates η µ unchanged.
The transformations that leave −(η
where α is a parameter of such pseudo rotations.
Instead of the coordinates η 5 , η 6 we can introduce [13, 14] new coordinates κ, λ according to
In the new coordinates the quadratic form (27) reads
The transformation (30) becomes
where ρ = e α . This is just a dilatation of κ and the inverse dilatation of λ.
Let us now introduce new coordinates x
Under the transformation (36) we have
The latter transformation is dilatation of coordinates x µ .
Considering now a line element
we find that on the cone η a η a = 0 it is
even if κ is not constant. Under the transformation (34) we have
The last relation is a dilatation of the 4-dimensional line element related to coordinates x µ .
In a similar way also other transformations of the group SO(4,2) that preserve (29) and (41) we can rewrite in terms of of the coordinates x µ . So we obtain-besides dilatationstranslations, Lorentz transformations, and special conformal transformations; altogether they are called conformal transformations. This is a well known old observation [13, 14] and we shall not discuss it further. What we wanted to point out here is that conformal group SO(4,2) naturally occurs within the Clifford algebra of spacetime.
On the physical interpretation of the conformal group SO(4,2)
In order to understand the physical meaning of the transformations (36) from the coordinates η µ to the coordinates x µ let us consider the following transformation in 6-dimensional space V 6 :
This is a transformation from the coordinates η a = (η µ , κ, λ) to the new coordinates 
We can interpret a transformation of coordinates passively or actively. Geometric 
Since the vector is invariant, so it is its square:
From (47) we read that the well known relation between new and old coordinates:
Under an active transformation a vector changes. This means that in a fixed basis the components of a vector change:
with
The transformed vector dη ′ is different from the original vector dη = dη a γ a . For the square we find
i.e., the transformed line element dη ′2 is different from the original line element.
Returning now to the coordinate transformation (43) with the identification η ′a = x a , we can interpret eq. (44) passively or actively.
In the passive interpretation the metric tensor and the components dη a change under a transformation, so that in our particular case the relation (48) becomes
In the above equation the same infinitesimal distance squared is expressed in two different coordinates η a or x a .
In active interpretation, only dη a change, whilst the metric remains the same, so that the transformed element is
The transformed line lelement dx a dx a is physically different from the original line element dη a dη a by a factor α
A rotation (30) in the plane (η 5 , η 6 ) (i.e., the transformation (34),(35) of (κ, λ)) manifests in the new coordinates x a as a dilatation of the line element dx
All this is true in the full space V 6 . On the cone η a η a = 0 we have Λ = λ − κη µ η µ = 0, dΛ = 0 so that dx a dx a = dx µ dx µ and we reproduce the relations (42) which is a dilatation of the 4-dimensional line element. It can be interpreted either passively or actively. In general, the pseudo rotations in V n , that is, the transformations of the 15-parameter group SO(4,2) when expressed in terms of coordinates x a , assume on the cone η a η a = 0 the form of the ordinary conformal transformations. They all can be given the active interpretation [11, 12] .
Conclusion
We started from the new paradigm that physical phenomena actually occur not in spacetime, but in a larger space, the so called Clifford space or C-space which is a manifold associated with the Clifford algebra generated by the basis vectors γ µ of spacetime.
An arbitrary element of Cliffod algebra can be expanded in terms of the objects E A , It is well known that the rotations in V 6 , when taken on the conformal cone η a η a = 0, are isomorphic to the non linear transformations of the conformal group in spacetime. Thus we have found out that C-space naturally contains -as a subspace-the 6-dimensional space V 6 in which the conformal group acts linearly.
We take C-space seriously as an arena in which physics takes place. The theory is a straightforward, although not trivial, extension of the special relativity in spacetime. In special relativity the transformations that preserve the quadratic form are given an active interpretation: they relate the objects or the systems of reference in relative translational motion. Analogously also the transformations that preserve the quadratic form (24) or (26) in C-space should be given an active interpretation. We have found that among such transformations (rotations in C-space) there exist the transformations of the group SO(4,2). Those transformations also should be given an active interpretation as the transformations that relate different physical objects or reference frames. Since in the ordinary relativity we do not impose any constraint on the coordinates of a freely moving object so we should not impose any constraint in C-space, or in the subspace V 6 . However, by using the projective coordinate transformation (43), without any constraint such as 3 It is an old observation [16] that the generators L ab of SO(4,2) can be realized in terms of 1, γ µ , and γ 5 . Lorentz generators are M µν = − does not necessarily relate the events along a particle's worldline. We may consider the line element within an extended object between two infinitesimally separated events for which the coordinate Λ happens to be constant so that dΛ = 0. Then the 6-dimensional line element dx µ dx ν g µν − dα dΛ becomes the 4-dimensional line element dx µ dx ν g µν and,
because of (55) it changes with τ when κ does change. This means that the object changes its size, it is moving dilatationally [11, 12] . We have thus arrived at a very far reaching observation that the relativity in C-space implies scale changes of physical objects as a result of free motion, without presence of any forces. This was advocated long time ago [11, 12] , but without recurse to C-space.
